Host Susan says:
Mission Summary:
Host Susan says:
The crew of the Boowa coupled with the senior staff of Arcadia Station were able to locate the station after sensors confirmed that there was a ship within the sensor blind area.  The ship belongs to a species that call themselves K'Tir'kr.  Their leader K'mar agreed to return the station after their scientists obtained what information they were after.  As it turns out, the K'Tir'kr are explorers and interested in learning about new species.
Host Susan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OPS_Walker says:
::at OPS station in operations making sure all systems and equipment are accounted for and dumping all program logs to investigate what commands have been run::
CO_Claymore says:
::in the briefing room waiting for K'Mar::
EO_Hoyt says:
::walks into OPS:: OPS: Morning Ensign Walker
Host K`Mar says:
::in the lift with Captain Mathers on the way to the conference room::
OPS_Walker says:
::tapping keys like they were going out of style::
MO_Mahl says:
::riding in his cabin aboard the Trill Transport Symbiosis 1::
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Soft moans emanate from mouth::
OPS_Walker says:
EO:  Morning, sir. ::smiles and looks up to nod, then goes back to work::
Sec_Ens_Gerda says:
::In the Briefing room::  CO: Captain?  This room is secure... well, as secure as it could be, given what you told us about their weapon-disappearing power...
EO_Hoyt says:
::walks over to the replicator:: OPS: You drink coffee?
Host K`Mar says:
::exits the lift and is escorted the short distance to the briefing room::
OPS_Walker says:
EO:  Had my fill today, but thanks.
CO_Claymore says:
Sec: Agreed. Just stick around and be ready for almost anything.
EO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Okay...can never have to much coffee...Computer...one large cup of black Columbian coffee. Extra Strong.
Host K`Mar says:
::nods in greeting to those in the conference room:: ALL: Greetings from the K'Tir'kr
OPS_Walker says:
::text messages the FCO a short personal note without ever letting on::
Host K`Mar says:
ALL:  The devices that you use for transportation are most diverting.
OPS_Walker says:
::running keystroke logs and command diagnostics on all interfaces::
FCO_Jankara says:
::In Operations, working at the Flight Console::
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION: A Trill personnel transport shows on sensors.
CO_Claymore says:
::stands:: K'Mar: It is my pleasure to welcome you aboard Arcadia Station. I'm glad we finally have the chance to speak to each other in this manner.
MO_Mahl says:
::is informed that the transport is entering Arcadia Station sensor range::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Incoming Trill transport ship, Lieutenant.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::In the mess hall::
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION: The transport contacts the station for landing clearance
MO_Mahl says:
::prepares his belongings, and heads for the docking port::
FCO_Jankara says:
::receives the note from Walker::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Got it.  Go ahead and send Clearance, I believe that just might be Joran's ship.
Host K`Mar says:
::bows slightly:: CO: It is an honor for us as well.  Rarely to species that we encounter desire to speak with us.
OPS_Walker says:
COM: Trill Transport:  This is Arcadia Operations.  I'm patching you through to flight for approach and clearance.  Standby one.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Clearance sent, she's all yours, Miss Jankara.
MO_Mahl says:
<Trill transport> COM OPS: Thank you.  We await instructions.
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: I don't find that so hard to believe, my people have found that most other species we encounter aren't interested in exploration and discovery. ::motions to a chair:: K'Mar: Please have a seat.
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  The transport acknowledges orders and approaches slowly, taking engines offline as they reached tractor range.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  entering tractor range, standing by for docking procedures.
EO_Hoyt says:
::sits down at the engineering station:: FCO: Seems like a slow day for a change eh?
Sec_Ens_Gerda says:
::Curiously watches the foreign diplomat::
MO_Mahl says:
::as he walks towards the docking port, he meets a Vulcan person who seems to be heading in the same direction::
CO_Claymore says:
::waits for K'mar to sit::
FCO_Jankara says:
EO: With the Captain working with a species who could very easily take us all as part of their museum piece, slow physically maybe, but we all have a lot of work to do.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: It is good to know that we are not the only ones that have this confusion.
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  The transport docks and all personnel are allowed to disembark.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Flashes of colors fly by. Voices can be head but she can't make them out.::
MO_Mahl says:
T`Pran: Good day to you, sir.  Are you going to disembark at Arcadia Station as well?
FCO_Jankara says:
EO: How are your orders from the Captain coming?  Since you are up here can I assume that you've accounted for all of the station equipment?
T`Pran says:
MO: Since I am walking towards the same docking port as you are, it is logical to assume that I am going to the station.  Are you stationed there?
EO_Hoyt says:
FCO:I have three teams working on it. It should be completed with in the hour.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  And that's that.  We have them on station power.  ::winks:: Another satisfied customer.
MO_Mahl says:
T`Pran: Yes. I am the medical officer on Arcadia.  I was injured, and spent a month on Trill recovering.  If you have any questions, feel free to ask me for any assistance you might require.
EO_Hoyt says:
FCO: Everything in Engineering is accounted for though. I checked that my self three times already.
OPS_Walker says:
::finalizes command initiation report and codes for the eyes of the command staff and sends report::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Our people appreciate your patience and have created a functional uplink system to allow information to be passed between our ship and your station.  You will be able to explore our technologies at your leisure.
T`Pran says:
MO: Very good, Doctor.  ::turns and walks away from the MO::
MO_Mahl says:
::arrives back on Arcadia Station, and heads directly to sickbay::
OPS_Walker says:
::begins level three diagnostic of the main communications array::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Great.
OPS_Walker says:
::sends a text message  that pops up on Jaina's screen and smiles::
CO_Claymore says:
::is shocked and doesn't speak for a moment:: K'Mar: I'm sorry for my surprise. You see, we haven't done something like that in a long time. Yes, we allow access to certain parts of our technologies, but some of it we keep secret for our protection and the protection of those we'd share that information with. Perhaps you'd reconsider after hearing
CO_Claymore says:
that from me, but I felt you should know.
Sec_Ens_Gerda says:
::Starts to feel suspicious... perhaps she should excuse herself and check on the more secure areas of the station::
EO_Hoyt says:
FCO: Lieutenant...I just thought of something. 
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Johnny, have your staff finished checking your areas?
FCO_Jankara says:
::sees the note from Johnny and smiles::
FCO_Jankara says:
EO: Yes Mr. Hoyt?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Yes, they have.  All stations confirm everything is where it is supposed to be, Miss.
T`Pran says:
::walks to a COM panel, and contacts OPS:: *OPS* This is T`Pran of Vulcan.  I have been summoned here to assist a fellow Vulcan who is having difficulties.  Could you direct me to the stations medical office, and the CNS?
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::Leaves the mess hall and heads for operations::
EO_Hoyt says:
FCO: Has anyone bothered to check the Alien ship for signs of our technology? Just in case.
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  All holodecks go offline and dozens of complaints begin coming in demanding that the systems being repaired.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  I'm also making a level 3 diagnostic for the main communications array to make certain there are no detectable listening devices or incidental damage.
EO_Hoyt says:
::throws his arms up:: Self: Great...Lieutenant...All holodecks are off line.
OPS_Walker says:
::sees the alerts::  ALL:  Uh-oh..  All holodecks are offline.
FCO_Jankara says:
EO: It's the Captain's job to get permission for that type of invasive scan since these aliens aren't hostile.
T`Pran says:
::sits passively by the COM panel, waiting for a reply::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::Gets on the TL and asks for operations::
OPS_Walker says:
::initiates full station internal sensor sweep to try to locate unusual activity in the holo-deck matrixes and circuitry::
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::The feeling of falling comes on. Breathing progresses more rapidly.::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Captain, I assure you that all information that we have obtained will be treated correctly.  We do not desire any more information than what we have already obtained.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Hmm, interesting.
EO_Hoyt says:
::gets up from his station:: FCO/OPS: I'll talk to you later.  Time to go be mister fix it.
FCO_Jankara says:
EO: Sounds like a job for you Lt. Hoyt.
T`Pran says:
::decides that he waited long enough, and begins walking about the station, searching for sickbay::
OPS_Walker says:
EO:  Later Lieutenant.
FCO_Jankara says:
::watches Hoyt leave Operations::
EO_Hoyt says:
TL: Holo Deck Control...
T`Pran says:
::finds sickbay, and enters::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::Feels the turbo lift stop and begins to exit::
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  The turbo lift systems malfunction and go offline.
OPS_Walker says:
::goes back to his diagnostics and kicks into high gear on the internal scans::
FCO_Jankara says:
::speaks softly:: OPS: Super Hoyt to the rescue. ::grins and goes back to work::
Host K`Mar says:
All personnel in the turbo lifts are trapped.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::The door does not open and walks into it::
MO_Mahl says:
::hears the door to sickbay open, and sees the Vulcan enter::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Miss Jankara...  ::smirks::  Turbo lift malfunction.
MO_Mahl says:
T`Pran: Hello again, is there something that I can assist you with?
EO_Hoyt says:
::taps his comm badge::*OPS*Ummm...someone want to get me out of here again!
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*OPS*: Horn to Walker.
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  I'm working on it, Lieutenant!  hang on...  ::fingers fly over keys::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Captain, if you would like to send someone to our ship to explore our systems.
T`Pran says:
MO: Yes, Doctor.  I have been summoned here from Vulcan to assist your CNS.  I understand there is a problem that only a Vulcan master can help with?
OPS_Walker says:
*CIV*:  Walker here, Sir.  What can I do for you?
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*:Beam me right to engineering Ensign please.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Talk about timing! ::taps into comms and sends a "Just relax, we are working on the problem" message to all turbo lifts::
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  Okay, I'm remotely opening the door...what does that do for you?
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: I feel I can trust you, and I thank you for trusting us. As for sending someone, I'll let my on duty officer decide who and let her contact your ship if that's all right?
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*OPS*: I am trapped in the turbo lift and would like very much for it to be fixed so I can get off of it.
MO_Mahl says:
::suddenly remembers the problem with the CNS from prior to his being injured:: T`Pran: Oh! Forgive me.  As I told you before, I had been away for a while.  Your assistance in this matter is most appreciated.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Carefully she tried to focus on the voices,,, hoping to hear one in particular::
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION: The door on Hoyt's lift opens revealing solid bulkhead.
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*:It's called a solid bulk head
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  Point to point beaming initiated...  ::activates transporter after double-checking his coordinates::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Of course our shields will remain down our people are peaceful. 
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: I've notified all turbo lift passengers that we know what's going on.  You need help with it or are you okay?
OPS_Walker says:
*CIV*:  Sir, where were you headed?  I can beam you there directly for now.
CO_Claymore says:
::taps comm badge:: *FCO*: Claymore here, the K'tir'kr have given us access to their computers, you may find something to keep you guys busy during this calm. Also, you should contact their ship, they want to make arrangements for one of our officers to visit their ship. I'll fill you in on the rest of the developments later. Claymore out.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Thanks, Miss Jankara.  I've got it for now.  I'll yelp if I need help.
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  Transporters are working perfectly and all transports are successful.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*OPS*: I was on my way to operations.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Captain, we have no weapons or any need for them.
OPS_Walker says:
*CIV*:  Standby for transport.  ::initiates point-to-point beaming::
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Mouth forms words but nothing vocal comes out.::
EO_Hoyt says:
ALL IN ME: Okay people...let's find out what the heck is going on. I thought we had this problem fixed by now. GET TO IT.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  All turbo lifts are clear of personnel, Miss.  ::smiles::  They are still frozen in place, however.
EO_Hoyt says:
::sits down at a panel:: Computer: What caused the malfunction of the Turbo Lift Systems?
MO_Mahl says:
::leads T`Pran towards the CNS, trying to explain the situation as best he can:: T`Pran: From what we have discovered, T’Ryl’s mind was invaded by a rogue entity.  Unfortunately, that entity is to entwined with her mind, that we cannot correct the situation.  That is why we asked for you to assist.  Only a Vulcan master can mind meld with her, and help her.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::Materializes in operations::
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: your people are quite amazing, how have you been able to explore without the means to defend yourself? Is it your cloaking technology?
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: Thank you Johnny.
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  Welcome to Operations, sir.  Sorry for the detour.  Engineering's on the problem.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Good, keep on it.  I have orders to contact the K'Tir'kr about receiving their information.
T`Pran says:
MO: I understand.  I will require complete quiet, and privacy to do what I must.  ::sees the CNS laying there on a biobed::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: I can tell they have problems.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Aye, Miss.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: If you prefer, when your people download the data on our people, they will be allowed to view everything that was discovered about this station and the people on board.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  all comm equipment checks clean too, Miss.  Ready to attempt uplink when you order it.  ::smiles at her::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*EO*: Horn to Hoyt.
MO_Mahl says:
T`Pran: I will give you whatever assistance, or privacy you need.  As you see, T`Ryl is in a separate room from the rest of sickbay.  All I need to do is close the door, and you will have all the privacy that you need.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Yes, we find that the ability to blend in completely within a location aids in maintaining peace.  Much as your duck blind systems that we learned about.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::As T'Ryl sees the end of the tunnel it pulls her back into the deep abyss that has been her purgatory.::
EO_Hoyt says:
*CIV*:Yes Commander?
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: My crew will look over that data, it's part of our procedures that has been in place for a long time in Starfleet.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Great.  Let's send the request through to the ship and see what they come back with.
T`Pran says:
MO: Thank you, Doctor.  Now, please leave us alone.  I will summon you if and when you are needed. ::turns and approaches the CNS::
OPS_Walker says:
::initiates full diagnostic on the turbo lift to the Operations deck::
MO_Mahl says:
::leaves T`Pran and the CNS alone, closing the door behind him as he leaves.  He then posts a "do not disturb" sign on the door::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*EO*: When I left this station everything was working fine, however upon my return things seem to be falling apart.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Of course Captain.  ::nods and then looks at the Captain again:: All systems are ready for your exploration, Captain.
EO_Hoyt says:
*CIV*: Seems to be the theme these days sir.
FCO_Jankara says:
::sends a request for information to the K'Tir'Kr.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Aye, Lieutenant.  ::opens comm stream and pings the alien vessel's comm links to alert them the station is ready to attempt information reception::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
Self: I guess I sound like my brother today.
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: yes, duck blind operations have expanded our knowledge of cultures by letting us closely observing them without interfering with their development, many of the societies we study with the duck blind don't even know of space travel.
T`Pran says:
::Slowly approaches the CNS:: CNS: T`Ryl, I am T`Pran of Vulcan.  I will assist you, and heal you.  Your thoughts, I must have them.
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: Tell me, have your people met any other species face to face, like we are?
EO_Hoyt says:
Self: Wait a second...*CIV*:I think i have an idea on what happened. It seems that there was a system wide overload due to the feedback from the holodecks.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
*CIV*: Well I was just trapped in the turbo lift, so how about we change the theme to everything is in 100% working order.
T`Pran says:
::reaches his hand towards the CNS, allowing his fingertips to find certain points on her face and head::
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  Lieutenant, I think I have something for you.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::breathing calms::
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*:Go ahead ensign?
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION: The data uplink begins receiving information from the alien vessel.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
<CIV=EO>
T`Pran says:
CNS: My mind to your mind, my thoughts to your thoughts.
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  Lieutenant, I initiated a level one diagnostic of the turbo shaft to Operations Deck, and noted a channel overload at junction 547B section 12.
FCO_Jankara says:
::watches the data come in:: Self: Great, let's see what they've got!
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Warm touch:: Self: No stay out. Oh please stay out
T`Pran says:
::begins to sense T`Ryl, as well as a second entity within her mind::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
::Closes the comm::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::grins::  They've got a really cool data link interface, Miss.  It's capable of easily 1000 times what our ODN lines are able to handle, and that's saying something.
T`Pran says:
CNS: You cannot resist me, T`Ryl.  I can feel your thoughts, as well as the thoughts of the other.
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*:Darn....okay...I'll go take a look at it. Hoyt out.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
FCO/OPS: Will anything ever work right around here for more than a day?
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Anything you think that brilliant mind of your can adapt for the station?
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  ::shrug:: We do our best.
FCO_Jankara says:
CIV: Of course not.  If it did, we'd all get bored. ::grins::
T`Pran says:
CNS: Reach out for towards my mind, and together we will rid you of the other.
EO_Hoyt says:
::grabs his tool kit and heads for junction 547B::
T`Pran says:
<edit the word "out" out of the previous T`Pran statement>
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
FCO: Life is no fun bored is it?
CNS_T`Ryl says:
~~~T'Pran~~~:I cannot, its pull is too strong.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO/CIV:  this is amazing.  Their device that cloaks them is designed to feed back whatever they want to the visual sensors.  It's amazing.  Light years ahead of anything Romulan that I've had the chance to see.
T`Pran says:
~~~CNS~~~: You cannot resist my power.  Nor can the other.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: Let me see that.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
~~~T'Pran~~~: it is not your power I resist but you enduring the pain I have.
EO_Hoyt says:
::crawls towards the damaged junction::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: A few, but those were mostly within our own Quadrant.  We have been successful for the most part to avoid detection within other quadrants.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Look at this...their propulsion system...it's faster than anything I've ever studied...even faster than the Borg's transwarp.  They call it "sidewarp."
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::She feels the draw of the creature to invade the mind of the healer::
T`Pran says:
~~~CNS~~~: Your pain is of no consequence.  Reach out for me, and assist me in ridding you of the other.
EO_Hoyt says:
*CIV*Commander...I'm at junction 547B...seems a couple Gel packs are burnt out...just a simple swap job.
OPS_Walker says:
ALL:  ::awe-struck:: They can move quadrants in seconds.  Galaxies worth of distance in only days.  ::low whistle::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Side?  Hmm, ::giggles:: Well that's one way to keep the hips nice and trim.
Host K`Mar says:
ACTION:  T'Ryl feels the healers touch and is drown away from the shadows holding her back.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: They are Light years ahead of everybody. I haven’t seen anything like this anywhere. And I have seen almost everything.
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  That ain't no lie, sir.
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: understandable, those closer to your home world would know about you. I hope you have good relations with them.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: You mechanically inclined Johnny?
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Feels her mind being freed of the bonds that held it.::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Speaking of "trim", are we on for our workout after shift?
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  As a hobby, sir.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: We have a few enemies, but for the most part we have been able to keep them at bay, without weapons.
T`Pran says:
~~~CNS~~~: You will hear my thoughts, and follow them.  The other is no match for me, no matter what he might think.
EO_Hoyt says:
::runs a quick scan for any power and then reaches for the gel pack to replace it::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Sure if the holo deck is fixed by then.  If not, we can use some substitution ideas in my quarters.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: How would you like to experiment with making that warp drive compatible with our type of system?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::nods::  I was thinking of a jog?  Maybe we could do the inner promenade ring if they aren't.
FCO_Jankara says:
CIV: With the Captain's permission of course. ::grins at Ryan::
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Captain... ::looks off as if hearing something:: the data transfer is in process.  Do you have any questions for us?
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: We could get in the journals if we are successful.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: That sounds good too.
T`Pran says:
::reaches even deeper into the mind of the CNS::
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: I have my own ship and its here.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
~~~T'PRan~~~: I will come ::::opens eyes, blinking. She looks around her frantic:: Self: LAN!
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  Love to sir...but it's going to take some doing.  There are principles of physics in this stuff I don't even come close to understanding, sir.
CO_Claymore says:
::thinking about his experiences with enemies:: K'Mar: I wish we could have done the same. We've been through a terrible war recently, I'm sure you know. And our area of space hasn't exactly recovered yet either, politically things are still a little unstable. ::thinks a moment on the question:: What do you think of us?
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*Ensign...check to make sure that all holodecks are taken totally of line please.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Whoa, Johnny, that's quite the measure of acceptance.  I knew Ryan over a year before he let me fly the 
Shadow.
T`Pran says:
~~~CNS~~~: You will assist me to cast out the other.  Guide him to me.  I will do the rest.
OPS_Walker says:
*EO*:  Acknowledged sir.  ::locks out holo deck power gird::  Power to the holodecks is locked out, sir, only you can release it.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Looks at the healer:: ~~~T'Pran~~~: Yes
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
OPS: Zephram Cochran had to start from scratch with no designs what-so-ever.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::blushes:: really?  CIV:  Sir...thank you!
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Looks back to the creature. Willing it to follow::
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  But I'll need a pilot.  ::jerks thumb in Jaina's direction::
EO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*: Understood...
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
FCO: Maybe I will let you navigate on our test run.
Host K`Mar says:
CO: Your people have a lot of potential, as do many that are on this station.  However, in many ways we find you primitive.  That is why the scientists were considering taking the station back to our museums.
T`Pran says:
::With one surge of emotional strength, he reaches deep into the mind of the CNS, and "grabs" the other, bringing him out::
EO_Hoyt says:
Computer: Reroute previous functions through this Junction.
FCO_Jankara says:
::bows at the waist:: CIV: Thank  you Sir.  I will do you great honor.
FCO_Jankara says:
::laughs and goes back to her console::
T`Pran says:
~~~CNS~~~: Now, quickly, close your mind to the other.  do NOT let him back in.
CIV_Ryan_Horn says:
FCO/OPS: I just want to make this work.
CO_Claymore says:
K'Mar: I thank you for not doing that, this station is vital to my people, and not just my species but all the members of the Federation.
OPS_Walker says:
CIV:  Well, if there's a way, we'll figure it out...but like I said...there are principles of physics here that are going to take me years to figure out.
CNS_T`Ryl says:
::Feels her conscious filling every void of her own mind once again. Does as she is told & Closes Mind::
EO_Hoyt says:
*CIV*:Sir...junction 547B is back online...Holodecks are off line till further notice. I have to run tests and make sure there fixed before they are used again. And make sure that the safety protocols weren't damaged.
Host K`Mar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

